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Simulation of X-B Dispersed Fluorescence 
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Essential simplification for treating ground state 
Three state Hamiltonian 
      Level Position 
Calculated Observed Error 
369 365 +4 Kawaguchi 
777 758 +19 Neumark 
1069 
1152 1173 -21 Jacox 
1424 1413 +11 Kawaguchi 
1494 1492 +2 Hirota 
1579 
1642 
1769 1774 -5 Jacox 
1845 1831 +14 Neumark 
1931 1927 +4 Hirota 




Calculation of the dispersed fluorescence (LIF) 





Eigenvectors of Vibronic Hamiltonian 
ν3 ,ν4  ν3 ,ν4  
X2A2’ B2E’a B2E’b ˜ ˜ ˜ 

















































































b2 in C2v 
b2 in C2v 
a1 in C2v 








can be associated with access to lower states of all  
symmetries. 
 






































b2 in C2v b2 in C2v 







Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 
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Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 









Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 









Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 







MXX = 0 
Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 










Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 










Access to lower states with b2 vibronic symmetry 
Emitting state Final state 







Upper-state level                                                                  Lanczos seed 
+ 
Scale by MBB 








Upper-state level                                                                  Lanczos seed 
Scale by MXB 





A fancy trick.   For a1 lower state levels… 
0.096 a.u. 
0.507 a.u. 





MAA     = 0.455 a.u 
MBaBa = 0.397 a.u. 
Simulated spectrum 
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Simulated spectrum 
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